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Usually computers only have the device drivers that were installed in the computer at the designing
period. Once the computer reaches at customerâ€™s end, the device drivers are very rarely updated.
Therefore, whenever you wish to connect a new hardware with your computer, if your system lacks
the required drivers, the computer fails to connect with the hardware.  In addition, if somehow the
hardware driver installation is successful, it may overwrite the existing driver and create conflicts
among other softwareâ€™s and drivers installed on the computer. Therefore, along with updating the
softwareâ€™s, updating device drivers at regular intervals is also very important.

While all the operating systems are prone to compatibility issue, Windows 7 is the most affected
one. Windows 7 is designed with a distinct set of device drivers, which do not support all hardwareâ€™s
and softwareâ€™s. Due to this, encountering with compatibility issues is more prominent in Windows 7-
based computers. Hence, if you are having a computer running on Windows 7, the chances of
getting a compatibility issue while installing a hardware device on your computer, is more common.

iGennie Technical Services is a renowned tech support, which deals with all types of computer and
hardware problems. iGennie specializes in dealing with all Microsoft Windows products. With a team
of Microsoft experts, iGennie leads into offering complete Windows 7 support services. Along with
other services, iGennie technical support also helps you with the Windows 7driver updates. The
iGennie technicians are well versed with the current inflows in technology and hence, help you in
selecting the latest driver updates for your Windows 7. Not just this, they also help you with the
driver updates installation on your windows 7 computer.

Apart from this, the iGennie tech support services also include troubleshooting of any issue that may
occur with the Windows 7 drivers. Whether it is an issue with the Windows 7 driver updates,
compatibility issue with the All-in-one printers, device driver installation, or any software driver
conflict issue, iGennie offers absolute solutions for all of them.

If you are willing to install new software or hardware on your Windows 7 computer, but the operating
system does not have any added drivers for installing them, then you will get an error that shows the
compatibility issue. This is where; the need of a reliable external support from experts comes,
because deciding which driver will be suitable for your system is not everyoneâ€™s cup of tea.  iGennie
experts guide you and help you in selecting the appropriate drivers for your computer that are
compatible with your system and can easily support the new software.

Therefore, with iGennie, all your worries regarding your Windows 7 come to an end. Any kinds of
issues that occur with your device drivers are effectively resolved by iGennie. Apart from offering
Windows 7 technical support on phone, iGennie also offers the remote support for the Windows 7
driver updates. This is an advanced method of diagnosing and repairing your computer, without
attending it physically. With this, the iGennie technicians detect the root cause for the issue and
accordingly provide solutions for all issues that occur with your computer drivers. Based on the
configuration of your Windows 7, they help you in installing driver updates for your computer and
provide support for troubleshooting any issue that occurs with your Windows 7 drivers.
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